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The Ultimate Demise - Of Mere Linear Sequential – So Called 
Rational Logical – Always Either / Or Dichotomous Polarized - 
& Thus Inevitably Conflict Resulting – Mere ‘Thinking Based’ – 
Human Information Processing - In Relation to Our Rising 
Tide of Simultaneous / Instantaneous – & Thus Far More Core 
/ Contextual Synchronus Emerging – Ever More Whole Field 
Integral ‘Gestalt or Insighting Based’ – Positively Holographic 
Supra Conscious / Super Logical - Endlessly Brilliant 
Possibilities 
 

Picture that you your self have been designed / evolved as the most incredible 
‘Potentially Quantum Energy Level Empowered’ – Positively Brilliant Information 
Processor - Solution Synthesizer Ever Devised. A computer that is actually capable of 
fanning out it’s inter-connective, informational integrative effectiveness. Into whole 
fields of information - instantaneously / simultaneously - at non-local Light Speed - 
in a mere flash! A computer that is so potentially wizard like amazing, that by 
learning to fully operate it. We can actually enable ourselves to realize our wildest 
dreams. So potentially capable that our very own wonderful wizards within can 
actually help us manifest the full whole range of fulfillments - we long for. And that 
more and more of us in increasing numbers are actually learning to use this 
phenomenal computational capacity within our selves, in this new quantum level, 
supra logical x super conscious, way. 
 

So what motivates me to be saying this? Well because in truth the next generation of 
computers, modeled upon what we already know about how our own human 
awareness field works. And which are being developed as we speak. Are going to 
actually be called – ‘Quantum Computers’! Designed to be way more capable of 
creating totally mind blowing - high speed holographic images – in a mere flash. Via 
far more instant spread of core contextual, multidirectional firing subtle energy 
driven whole field inter-connective chips. Such as are thus going to be able to 
integrate information throughout a whole informational system simultaneously - in 
an instant! Thereby enabling us to work much more directly with holographic images 
in order to help ourselves generate for more effective holistic solutions – in relation 
to whatever hoped for outcomes - we may set! 
 



In this respect - imagine having a brain field with as much as a 100 million different 
kinds of neural cells. Then picture that each individual brain cell itself - is able to 
store huge multiple, multiple, organized bit bytes of information - at the highly 
complex subtle microtubule based level - of intra-cellular storage differentiation. 
And that far beyond this each brain cell in turn, is actually growing up too as many as 
a thousand dendrites that are floating in cerebral spinal fluid. With each dendrite in 
turn longing to connect up into whole field inter-relative complex web like networks 
- with other cells. And hopefully this image helps you to see that our awareness 
system is actually designed to enable you to effectively create literally gazzillions of 
full matrix interactive possible - complexes of amazingly integrally organized – 
intentionally solution focused - webs of information. Potentially in every conceivable 
core contextual - complexly spread of effect interactive direction - all at once. In 
relation to at least as many inter-connective possibilities - as there are grains of 
sand on planet earth. Complete with an inherent ability to project most likely 
probabilities – with respect to any given solutions potential for successful results.  
 

And perhaps now you can begin to get just how hugely solution capable powerful the 
‘wonderful wizard’ computer we all carry around on board within us - actually is. 
Which in terms of current technology some have even suggested, might be at least 
the size of Texas 10 stories high, perhaps even as big as planet earth and beyond. 
Then picture someone who has become so dependent on running their inter-
connective field in the same old, same old, extremely linear sequential limited -
rational logical pre-formed ‘thought’ pattern ways - alone. Only within the limited 
framework of so called pre-conceptually formed, locked into the same old, same old 
idea based – far too boxed in formations only. Based on a mere fraction of the subtle 
power source that such a computer might require. And here taking this all together 
you have exactly what tends to limit such a locked into narrow band ‘thinking’ alone 
- persons. More full-on inner how to help one’s self manifest a great life inventive 
capacity. To the proverbial 10% or less of their more expanded gazzillionaire 
enabled, positively brilliant far more wow wonder-fully inspired, solution generative 
potential.  
 

Based on this image, perhaps you can now better sense just how much better off we 
would all be to teach ourselves how to open our larger field inter-connective  
matrices, and thus much more holographic to infinity and beyond solution generative 
possibilities? In such a way as to actually jump our quantum computing capabilities 
well beyond ‘thinking’. Into those much more whole field integral holographic supra 
logical solution oriented information synthesizing processes - we refer to as 
‘insighting’. In the very same way that Einstein was able to see his whole theory of 
relativity in an instant. Simply because you, yes you have the very same internal 



gazzillionaire based inter-connective capacity to invent your own great life 
possibilities to the max - within your vey own self. Within the context of your very 
own unique field of interest talent gifts & intentions! Insofar as you will finally just 
agree to learn how to operate this brilliant potential – you already have within you! 
 

Actually you could say in this much greater respect, that the huge difference between 
mere ‘thinking’ and our much more holographic capacity for ‘insighting’. Is kind of 
like the difference between taking a single diameter slice into any round ball. And 
then trying to organize all the core / contextual information we have gathered over 
the course of our life with respect to some given whole field larger picture - of so 
called objectively differentiated reality. Into some particular point along this single 
one dimensional linear either / or polarized so called rational logical axis of 
understanding only. In relation to these one dimensional bio-polar only - extremes. 
Within which we thus constantly keep our selves trying to keep on generating the 
very sort of inevitable conflictual polarizing results. That always seem to come along 
with mere ‘thought’ based, bi-polar liner sequential imposed, one dimensional 
solutions - alone. As though some single dimension Is the one and only either / or 
polarized, and thus inevitably argumentative perspective, we must confine our selves 
into convincing not just our self - but all others we encounter to thus also take - on 
some given issue.  
 
And our much rather finally being able to truly get it! That our more expansive core / 
contextual based, way more holographic firing awareness principle, is literally fully 
equipped to integrate an infinite number of diametrically opposed slices from point 
to point. Inside any one such whole round ball park of distinctive issue related 
information - all at once at the very same time. In such a way that can enable us to 
transcend completely beyond anymore compulsively felt need - to stay stuck in some 
kind of one diameter polarized perspective alone. With respect to some whole field 
embedded issue in relation to which we would like to invent some new creative best 
possible way of organizing - some particular given field of information. In such a way 
that we might much rather help our selves to suddenly be able to light speed jump 
our much more whole field embedded awareness – all up. Into the very kind of much 
more spherically - core / contextual holographic - quantum field attuned much 
greater understanding possibilities. Which is to say, more and more of us are 
discovering we are fully equipped to actually integrate an infinite number of 
diameters into whole field encompassing networks - of truly magnificent solution 
generative possibility – well beyond ordinary ‘thinking’ - by perhaps as much as the 
power of 10. By way of discovering how yes we-can enable our awareness field able 
to much more core / contextually ‘flash field vision’ or ‘in-sight-fully see’ into whole 
fields of information. With respect to some particular issue in relation to which we 



would like to create the most effective issue relevant solutions – that we possibly 
can. 
 

This in other words is the best way I know how to describe the huge difference 
between our big totally open mind possibility - to much more holographically 
‘insight’ our way forward into far more integrally effective solution fields. As 
opposed to keeping ourselves stuck in mere one diameter linear slices and thus 
inevitably polarized conflictual ‘thought’ based – way too boxed in perspectives only. 
With all due respect to some relevant issue around which we would much rather 
create our best possible solutions. In relation to what always amounts to some 
spherical whole anyway. Much as is always actually the case within any infinitely 
inter connected field of ‘Quantum Level Energy Itself. Out of which any given 
differentiable thing tends to manifest in the first place. See the point, why polarize a 
sphere, when that sphere actually has an infinite number of poles. Much better to 
discover that more holistic whole field aware ‘insighting’ process wherein we can 
instantaneously / simultaneously flash jump our awareness into our whole field of 
stored information. In such a way as to help ourselves generate much holistically 
encompassing core / contextually integrated - positively fantastic - totally mind 
blowing solutions – that would much better serve all of us. In huge sense of better 
helping ourselves to create the very best non-polarizing solutions possible. In such a 
way that would spare us the constant pain, that always seems to come along with 
mere one dimensional inevitable conflict producing mere polarized ‘thinking’. 
 

Based on these understandings - the greater urgency being conveyed here. Is that we 
are rapidly approaching a time within the context of our relatively small, round 
sphere whole planet. When it is imperative that we teach ourselves how to move 
beyond so much reliance on trying to mere ‘think tank’ our way toward one small 
byte either or – constantly polarized and thus inevitably ineffective – mere part 
solutions. By way of supporting ourselves to develop our innate possibility to much 
more holographically open our greater awareness field up – into the kind of more 
unlimited perspectives. Wherein we can instantly in every much more ‘open sky 
insight’ - based moment. Suddenly find ourselves able to fire up our more 
holistically oriented, whole field abilities to integrate so much multidimensional core 
contextual information - in a single flash. That we in this way can suddenly find 
ourselves able to ‘vision’ truly brilliant much more whole picture encompassing ways 
- forward. Wherein so called polar opposites can have the outer boundaries space 
required to effectively co-exist. Indeed oftentimes so brilliant, that such solutions 
not only tend to transcend all those inevitably conflictual, boxed in like polarized 
ideas. Such as tend to result as a consequence of our mere ‘thought’ based one slice 
of the pi linear sequential outlooks alone. But are much rather likely to be so good, 



that they often take years for us to fully appreciate the full extent of such ‘insighted’ 
brilliance. Much in the same sense that within the context of modern left brain, right 
brain, whole being psychology. We can now much better appreciate the huge whole 
awareness meaning – behind our founding fathers intention to create a social 
contract that has very best possibility to allow us as individuals – to fully pursue 
‘life’ (in sense of more fully awakening our feeling & emotional vital energies within 
us), ‘liberty’ (in the sense of more fully freeing up our supra logically great life 
inventive capacities within us) & ‘true happiness’ (in the sense of more fully 
awakening our hearts the very core processing unit of our quantum level computer 
within – the only place from which any of us has the possibility to manifest a truly 
happy life). In relation to the very deepest possible meaning that these words can 
possibly imply. Within a core / contextual great life inventive oriented framework - 
which can make it possible for the wisest possible range of human differences – to 
peacefully co-exist. 
 

Why else do you suppose the obvious standing joke in modern medical 
pharmaceuticals goes like this? We want you to take this or that drug to help cure 
your heart or your digestion, or your headaches. But whoops, sorry, the small print 
trailer message keeps saying that we may very well destroy your kidneys, or your 
brain cells, or your liver function, even your sex drive, in the process. You could say 
the same holds true for modern economic theory. Constantly trying to understand the 
world of money as a medium for the exchange of production oriented energy - from 
some mere one dimensional perspective alone - when we have already jumped 
ourselves up into an instant global information based economy. Is simply not going 
to be enough! The time has come for us to begin to create more global economic 
models to help guide ourselves into even more effective ways of doing business. 
Kind of in the same way that scientists have been working on global models to 
predict and thus hopefully better help us manage climate change, for some time 
now. Other than wise to the extent we keep separating and polarizing - we will tend 
to keep fear based ‘think tanking’ ourselves into bigger & bigger black holes – of 
economic woe. 
 

A good way to help your self better understand just what more holographic solution 
generation is all about. Is to take some time to look to the literature on fractal 
formation. Fractals represent basically how all reasonably distinguishable entities or 
forms. Keep core contextually spread of effect growing into ever more sophisticated 
multi-dimensional fields, of definable, so called objective structure. Based on certain 
informationally coded rules which support the progressive unfolding of basic 
quantum energy – into the integration of ever more geometrically complex - 
reasonably stable, holographically inter-active, harmonically resonant forms. This 



includes the core / contextual way ‘insights seem to instantaneously / 
simultaneously bloom into whole integrated fields of ‘insight’ - within our field of 
conscious awareness. Much in the same way that Kekoule was able to famously 
‘insight’ more circularly formulated equations as opposed to the mere linear 
sequenced straight line formulas. Such as were sufficient to describe inorganic 
compounds before his famous snake swallowing it’s own tail insight, wherefrom he 
created the notion of a closed circle, as the best way to characterize the higher order 
level of organic compounds. This in turn implies that our new next generation 
mathematics is going to be based more on our ability to develop multidimensional, 
sacred geometric pattern based, ever higher order core / contextual unfolding, 
mathematical rules to predict the generation of holographic fractal structures. In 
other words this suggests, it is going to be incumbent upon us to begin to develop 3 
dimensional geometrical formula’s, over and above relying on mere numbers based 
formulas alone. In such a way that will help us to build the long sought bridge – that 
is going to at the same time not only help us explain – the way our universe itself 
functions. But which will also explain the way our human consciousness functions to 
build the very sort holographic solution oriented images. That are going to be far 
more likely to help us generate - far more holistically effective ways of doing things. 
We plan to have much more to say about this new emerging trend in a later proposed 
work - The New Emerging Supra Logics - of Holographics. As well as in my ‘Quantum 
You’ co-authored new book – with respect to how our growing understanding of the 
quantum field - is helping us to discover just how we can better enable ourselves to 
manifest way more holographic solutions into form. 
 

Heare ye then this, the positively great news being conveyed here, is 
that the giant quantum level potentially bri l l iant computers we all  
have within us. Actually appear to have been designed to function way 
more whole f ield holographically - than most of us have so far been 
wil l ing to support developing - within ourselves. In the sense that we 
actually have the possibil ity to encourage the generation of the very 
kind way more whole f ield attuned inner visionary holographic 
solution generative images we are talking about. To be able to come 
through us - In the form of those more here and now embedded 
awareness processes we have come to refer to as ‘ intuition & insight’ 
- on a much more regular basis. Wherein yes we-can find ourselves far 
more in the moment zoned in enabled than we ever merely ‘thought’ 
before. To actually be able to bri l l iantly invent the positively great 
whole f ield solutions we really long for.’  With respect to whatever 
intentionally articulated roles we may keep choosing to play ourselves 



forward in relation to, with respect to this absolutely huge super 
l ight speed translucent, without beginning or end infinite. Essentially 
unified, positively beyond self  transcendentally intell igent – way big 
whole harmonic resonant picture - we all  keep finding selves l iving 
within here.  
 
Much in the same sense that all  kinds of great creative innovators, or 
even top notch athletes seem able to manage. Whenever they f ind 
themselves able to bring them selves much more expansive present 
attuned - aware – ‘ into their zone state way of being’. Wherein this 
kind of state such highly effective solution generators, suddenly f ind 
themselves way more here and now pure open field in the moment 
embedded, ‘ intuitive x insightful’  bri l l iant effective. Than whenever 
they stay stuck in more so called normal - states of being. In other 
words discover how to access the very sort of state which more and 
more people, especially our younger children, are f inding they abil ity 
to shift  into. Inasmuch as this abil ity to f ind one’s zone way of much 
more holographically expanded awareness, is the only way it  is 
possible to get to some next higher order level of some current 
computer game. By way of teaching them selves to remain centered 
relaxed grounded present enough, to shift  into their parasympathetic 
side of their emotional or vital  energy generating nervous system. To 
the point where they thus seem much better able to integrate not just 
a much wider band, in the moment holographic, viewpoint. But also 
learn how to integrate many more bits of information per moment, in 
each quickly unfolding, much more open field expansive, moment. In 
comparison to the old one slice of the pie at a t ime way of trying to 
merely, keep one’s self  l inear sequentially, ‘thinking out’ - the best 
way to act.   
 

Such that once shifted into this wide band, ‘more totally zoned in’ 
way of information processing, one’s more quantum byte, way more 
opened up whole f ield attuned, full  matrix aware internal computer. 
Actually becomes able to instantly ‘vision see’ or in the moment 
‘encompass’ way more bits of simultaneously whole round sphere, al l  
4 directions hemispheres involved holographically holosynch 
integrated bytes of information – per moment. Much in the same way 
that current research now shows such more present oriented ‘in their 
zone’ way of being solution generators actually are able to l ight up 
access way more parts of their brain - than conventional mere 10% 



‘thinkers’.  In such a way that very much as a consequence of this 
increased, way more holographic encompassing, more bytes per 
moment much fuller matrix processing capabil ity. One’s awareness 
system seems to get carried up into the kind of much more here and 
now embedded, far more frames per moment – ‘now light speed 
boosted’ awareness processing place. To a point where time itself  
seems to start to slow down, much l ike being in a slow motion movie. 
Exactly what is reported by such ‘ in one’s zone’ solution oriented 
players in any f ield of endeavor. Thereby enabling one’s self  more 
time / space to feel much more bri l l iantly able to ‘ intuit / insight / 
see / improvise’ one’s way forward. In the very ways that are known 
to make it  possible for such more ‘in one’s zone’ processors to 
perform at their now much instantaneously in the moment whole f ield 
embedded – very best. Simply because trying to merely l inear 
sequential  ‘think tank’ one’s way into a response is simply too slow. 
To be able to encompass the whole f ield of events going on 
simultaneously, in the way required in order to progress to the next 
higher order level - within this new kind of info synch way of playing 
out our great l i fe oriented game.  
 

With the whole point being, that it  is  very much l ike this new 
generation of computer game raised players. Actually seem to learn 
how to shift  their central awareness nervous systems way more 
effectively than so called normal l inear sequential  solution 
generators. Into the very kind of more holographically embedded, and 
thus full  matrix multi  synch full  expanded – much more full-on whole 
f ield present awareness place. Within which - inasmuch as their 
internal processers are able to wide band way better integrate many 
more bits of information per moment. They start to experience time & 
space go into slow motion - r ight in front of our very ‘ I ’s’.  Very much 
as a consequence of this increased more intensive byte per moment in 
the moment processing capabil ity. In such a way as to thus enable 
themselves to actually have much more in the moment clarity – with 
respect to their here and now take action oriented intention focused 
decision making processes. No matter how challenging the 
circumstances such more expanded awareness developed people - may 
find themselves being faced with. In relation to which it  is incumbent 
upon them to f ind some way to move as effectively solution forward, 
as is humanely possible. In marked contrast to those whose other than 



optimally wise - functional behavior. Seems to pretty constantly get 
locked into being emotionally motivated by a more narrow band, 
strictly problem focused, panic and fear driven, way of perceiving so 
called reality. Which is to say, always motivated by the very sort 
sympathetic (or adrenalin) fear based innervation – which makes it  
always seem based on being embedded within a speeded up time / 
space, rushed perspective - alone. Like one has very l itt le awareness 
time to make effective decisions.  
 

Here you have the huge reason why choline and endorphine (para-
sympathetically) motivated people, as opposed to adrenalin 
(sympathetically) motivated people, seem to make great solutions 
seem easy. Whereas in marked contrast fear based motivated on 
adrenalin alone people, always seem to f ind l i fe so constantly 
diff icult and over stressfully challenging. (For a much more complete 
understanding of how to help your self  f ind your in your zone way of 
being on a regular ongoing basis – as opposed to only once in while - 
as if  quite by chance. Order our 2 vol ‘Quantum You’ operating your 
self  into your most fulf i l led possible max - manual. With respect to 
how yes you can – f ind your effortlessly empowered way of being – all  
the time. For some further understanding in relation to helping your 
self  f ind this in your zone way of being as a matter of course - you 
may also want to read our next in l ine freebie article. ‘ In the river – 
It’s al l  jazz’)  
 
O.K, Alright Already – So Just exactly what is enabling this shift  into 
our holographic expansive, more intuitive insightful,  -  much more 
simultaneous / instantaneous l ight speed, ‘ in our zone’ based way of 
full  matrix connected information processing - Compared to old mere 
l inear sequential,  increasingly outmoded way too slow conventional,  
‘thought based’ way of information processing - All  going to mean for 
us as a potentially whole earth, whole person oriented, collection of 
societies in general,  as well  as for doing business through out our 
world as usual?  
 

Well  it  is  going to mean that for those who get it,  our old ways of 
doing business are about to make a quantum up to l ight speed - jump. 
I.E. Like for examples from generating solutions based on more l iner 
sequential  snail  mail  l imiting notions of ___________ to much more 
core contextual,  full  matrix holographic expansive solutions, based on 



_________ E.G.: From Organizational Models That Support Human 
Energy Convergence & Thus Limited Contractively Held Energy – To 
Human Energy Models That Support Unlimited Human Energy Expansion 
& Thus Infinite Life Style Endless Possibil it ies Divergence; From 
Seeing Limited Possibil it ies – To Visioning Infinite Possibil it ies; From 
Defining Limited Energy Supplies – To Inventing Unlimited Energy 
Supplies; From Being Obsessed With Hoarding & Greed - To Being 
Fascinated With Expansive Abundance; From Either Me or You – To 
Both Me & You; From Winners & Losers – To We’re All  Designed To Be 
Winners; From Reductionist Predictive Determinism – To Endless Open 
Sky Expansive Creative Invention; From Linear Sequential  Logic – To 
Core Contextual Spherical Super Logic’s; From Space & Time – To 
Instantaneous Non Local Action At A Distance; From Linear Lines of 
Control – To Core-Contextual Circles of Empowerment; From 
Manipulating & Using People – To Sharing With In Ways That Best Help 
Them; From Part Piecemeal Solutions - To Holographic Solutions; From 
Manipulating Objects Per Se Within A Limited Definable Space - To 
Creating Whole Ever Expansive Fields of Unlimited Inter-Connected 
Possibil it ies; From Straight Line Either / Or Closed Modes of 
information Presentation – To Whole Matrices of Open Core Contextual 
Information Presentation; From Constant Narrow Band Problem Focus - 
To Ever Widening Circles of More Holistic  Solution Focus; From Feeling 
Hopeless - To Feeling Totally Empowered; From Seeing Life As A 
Constant Struggle & Then You Die – To Life Seeing Life As A Constant 
Opportunity To Create More Effective Solutions; From Being Stuck In 
Endless Pain & Suffering - To Co-Creating Ever Expanding Pathways To 
Joy & True Happiness; From Fight or Fl ight Contractive Stances - To 
‘More Effortless In The Zone’ ‘Yes We-Can Create A Solution To 
Anything That Comes Our Way’ Expansive Stances; From Most of Us Are 
Stupid - To We Are All  Designed To Be Bril l iant; From Some of Us Are 
Gifted - To We All  Have Our Special Talents; From Help Me I-Can’t,  
Don’t Know How - To Yes I-Can Also Be A Super Star; From Fear Based 
Ego Motivation – To Infinite Quantum Field Based Inter-Connective 
Motivation; From Being Herded Like Sheep - To Being Totally 
Independently Capable Free Spirits; From Ways of Learning That Are 
Linear Sequential  Knowledge Based – To Ways of Learning That Are 
Going To Be Way More Holographic Knowledge Based; From Primary 
Focus On Maintenance - To Constant Focus On Creative Invention; From 
Schooling That Emphasizes Taking Years To Build An Information Base 



First Before Jumping In To Be Creative / Inventive If  You’re Lucky 
Later – To Schooling That Say’s Jump In First Into Whatever Most 
Draws You In & Start Inventing Now As the Means To Keep Building 
Your Information Base - From Leisure Ways of Playing Games That Are 
Linear Sequential  ‘Thinking Based’ – To New Types of Games That Are 
Ever More Holographic ‘ Insighting Based; From Art Forms That Are 
Linear Sequential  Based – To Art Forms That Are Even More 
Holographic Based; From Designing Structures At Any Level That Are 
Linear Sequential  Mere Part Solution Based – To Those That Are Way 
More Holographically Integral Based; From Products That Are Most 
Designed Mostly In Isolation With & Thus Often Discordant In Relation 
To Other Products – To Products That Are Going To Be Designed More 
In Relation To & Thus Much More In Harmony With Other Products; 
From What Are My Orders – To How Can I  Jump In & Help; From 
Separation & Separateness - To Fundamental No Difference & Non-
Separation; From Dualism – To At-One-Ment; From I’m Somehow 
Better or Lesser Than You – To We Are All  Children of The Infinite 
Source; From Creating Chaos & Confl ict  In Relation To That One 
Singular Source The Underlying Essence of Which Resides In All  -  To 
Creating Peace & Harmony With All  Due Respect To That One Singular 
Most Source Which Can Be Found To Reside In All ;  From There’s Simply 
No Other Way – To There’s Always A Better Way; From Feeling Trapped 
& Compelled – To Feeling There’s Got To Be An Escape Route – From 
I’m Being Forced To Harm – To How Can I  Invent A Non-Harmful 
Solution; From Merely Believing God Is A Vengeful Demanding Force 
Who Rules Over Us Whom We Are At The Mercy Of - To Actually 
Experiencing We Have The Possibil ity To Become Integral Co-Creative 
Partners With That Infinite Source of Intell igence Out of Which All  
Manifestation Emerges; From Sensing This Source As An Ominous Force 
To Be Beg & Plead With – Toward Actually Waking Ourselves Up Into 
Experiencing The Underlying Essence of This Singular Most Source 
Within Us As A Harmonic Force of Love; From We Must Obey Orders 
From Above - To We All  Have The Intell igence To Discover How To 
Harmonically Manifest Our Selves Forward Optimally In Tune With This 
Force; From Being Merely At the Mercy of Destiny - To Being Totally 
Empowered Toward Constantly Changing Our Destiny; From Wanting 
Only To Accumulate & Maintain Power For Me, Myself  & My Tribe Alone 
– To Wanting To Help Everyone Find Their Own Best Great Life 
Inventive Way To Share Themselves Forward; From The Notion of A 



Limited Definable Confinable Universe – To The Understanding of A 
Fundamentally Unlimited Continuously Expanding Universe Within 
Which We Are Co-Creatively Empowered To Keep On Inventing Endless 
Positively Great Possibil it ies – From Wanting To Hold & Confine Power 
Within The Hands of the Controll ing Phew - To Wanting To Share & 
Expand Power Until  It  Spreads Like Wildfire To Encompass Every-One; 
From Feeling Like We Live In Hell  -  To Feeling Like We Have The Co-
Creative Possibil ity To Emerge Into Heaven; From Life Ends At Death – 
To The Essence of Our Life Force Is Eternal;  From Steadfast Territorial  
Nationalism Only At The Expense of Others - To One World Inter-
Nationally Independent Yet At The Same Time Co-Operative Globalism; 
From Obeying What We Have Formerly Been Referring To As God As A 
Force Only Outside & Beyond Ourselves – Toward Finding What We 
Have Formerly Been Referring To As God As An Inwardly Attuned Power 
That Resides Within Each & Every One of Us 
  

And these are just some of the major changes that are about to come 
flying up into our f ields of more quantum level attuned awareness! 
The whole point is that people who tune into what these new much 
more holographic information integrating trends are all  about. Are 
going to do extremely well  for them selves. Inasmuch as they are 
going to be the One’s who are going to f ind themselves most able to 
lead the way with new visionary solutions and products. The very kind 
of products that wil l  blow our old ways of l iving – totally out of our 
old so called boxed in ways of playing within our so called reality – 
right out of the box! The greater truth is these trends are already so 
in motion, so apart of where our awareness is headed, thanks to the 
advent of various modern information processing systems, that they 
can’t be stopped.  
 

I f  you would l ike to learn more about Dr. Lynn’s ‘Quantum You’ 
Vision, you can go to quantumyou.com and download his new 2 volume 
ebook ‘Quatume You’, You Have Everything It  Takes To Manifest A 
Positively Great, Whole, Life or enter his name under books at 
lulu.com for some of his other works. 
 


